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Confidential Computing Platform – Easily transform your
hybrid cloud into a high-trust environment where data is
always encrypted, and code is verified for authenticity. Anjuna
virtualises modern CPUs and cloud infrastructure services to
offer hardware-enforced isolation that protects from
unauthorised access by users or software, regardless of
privilege level. Run your workloads with complete data privacy
with no code changes, always-on encryption, and policy-based
verification. 

Check out their website here

https://www.anjuna.io/


Cloud-native video surveillance with intelligent analytics. A
complete, end-to-end cloud-based security solution that future-
proofs your video security and access control with innovative
capabilities and intelligent analytics. The power of AI in a
camera; true edge computing. 

Check out their website here

https://www.avigilon.com/alta


A Better Way to Stop Ransomware. Prevent encryption,
prevent exfiltration, and ensure business continuity. Even the
most well-protected organisations fall victim to ransomware
attacks. BullWall detects and responds the very second
illegitimate encryption begins by containing the attack in
under 10 seconds.

Check out their website here

https://bullwall.com/


The Data Security Platform that helps organizations meet
data privacy compliance and reduce the risk of a data
breach. Comforte enables sensitive data to be de-identified
and secured using scaled and resilient tokenization for
hybrid cloud-native environments. Format Preserving
Tokenization protects the data fields while preserving
business logic. 

Check out their website here

https://www.comforte.com/?utm_campaign=Comforte+%3E+Branded&utm_medium=ppc&utm_source=adwords&utm_term=comforte&hsa_mt=e&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_ad=650591770794&hsa_src=g&hsa_cam=13158035406&hsa_kw=comforte&hsa_grp=152411295808&hsa_tgt=kwd-302871557993&hsa_ver=3&hsa_acc=4295570434&gclid=Cj0KCQiA35urBhDCARIsAOU7Qwlhqmedd_7zq6OBxtm6QhrYR-1-0Lh3oFdwXYNUp1M5baRexzhN1eUaAktJEALw_wcB


The biggest cyber threat is defending alone. IronNet’s
Collective Defense platform is a military-grade network
detection and response (NDR) platform developed by ex-
military analysts. Combining the power of collected,
validated real-time crowd-sourced attack intelligence,
through enhanced analytics and AI. IronRadar threat feed
uses unique fingerprinting to proactively track the creation
of new malicious infrastructure and blocks adversaries
before these C2 servers are weaponised. 

Check out their website here

https://www.ironnet.com/


Next DLP’s Reveal Cloud, helps organisations to discover
risks, educate employees, enforce policies and prevent data
loss. 90% of cyber-attacks involve a human attack vector
and haven’t been stopped by traditional security solutions.
Next DLP is a human-centric solution that learns, adapts to,
and strengthens the individual user while protecting an
orgainsation from both malicious and inadvertent Insider
Threats.

Check out their website here

https://www.nextdlp.com/


Identity fraud and social engineering are evolving at scale,
forcing enterprises to future-proof their online and mobile
interactions now. Digital Identification verification and
secure authentication in one solution. OneSpan provides a
wide range of strong, frictionless authentication solutions
and invisible security capabilities to achieve your critical
business goals. From e-contracting, insurance customer
take-on, patient onboarding, e-prescribing, commercial and
retail banking, and human resource management –
solutions to simplify trust-driven workflows.

Check out their website here

https://www.onespan.com/


OTORIO is a provider of OT Cyber Security solutions for
industrial control systems and cyber-physical systems. 
Delivering a Cyber Risk Management Platform designed to
support every stage of the maturity journey, from
unmatched visibility to tailored risk management.
OTORIO’s platform enables organizations to make
informed decisions that boost security ROI and meet KPIs
to keep your environment safe and secure. 
 
The platform leverages operational context for risk
analysis, generating insights that empower Operational
Security teams. With prescriptive mitigation playbooks and
expert-defined remediation guidance, continuous
monitoring and automated reporting, OTORIO's platform
ensures resilient, compliant business operations and
robust supply chain governance. The platform uses best
practices so you can harden security configurations and
network interfaces, delivering immediate business value
across your organization.
 
Protect everything you operate with Otorio.

Check  out their website here

https://www.otorio.com/


NOW Privacy is a data discovery, management, and
workflow tool that accelerates data governance, efficiency,
and management of an entire organization’s data set.

NOW Privacy is a data connector capable of creating a
searchable index across multiple databases with
unstructured and structured data. Database connectors
include (but are not limited to) SharePoint, Microsoft
Teams, and AWS. NOW Privacy works with 950+ data
types, classified using a bulk action. An index of data is
created for analysts to rapidly search the data and
accurately identify redundant and sensitive data types
across data silos. Organizations can proactively secure
and limit file access by identifying sensitive data, and
redundant data can be removed to reduce storage costs.
NOW Privacy does not require that data be copied to a
unified storage location.

Check out their website here

https://nowvertical.com/


The number 1 converged Identity Platform that enables
enterprise modernisation by safeguarding identities and
guaranteeing trust with just-in-time provisioning,
significantly reducing the attack surface. Saviynt’s
industry-leading cloud solutions govern every Identity with
precision in a hybrid multi-cloud world – solving the
toughest security and compliance requirements in record
time. Deploy identity governance, granular application
access, and privileged access in a single cohesive
platform. 

Check out their website here

https://saviynt.com/free-demo/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=brand&utm_term=search&creative=667712300523&keyword=saviynt&matchtype=b&network=g&device=c&gclid=Cj0KCQiA35urBhDCARIsAOU7Qwnf-n3FHqOhXND-9T17dRYRvNywi0sXqGk6WQ-CJ2hbiViFjhu_6z8aAnfyEALw_wcB


Seraphic is redefining enterprise browser security with
unmatched protection against 0- and N-day exploits and
phishing, a simple, fast deployment, and preserving the
native browser experience. With browser vulnerabilities on
the rise and more users working remotely, hackers have
turned the browser into the most serious threat to
business. Seraphic turns any browser into a secure
enterprise browser so users can work the way they want
to, and security has all the tools they need to keep the
business safe.

Check out their website here

https://seraphicsecurity.com/


The Secure Digital Workspace for virtual desktop and
virtual application access. The only all-in-one enterprise-
level solution for safely onboarding global staff, managing
secure access to sensitive data, and delivering work
immediately. Simplify the delivery and management of your
hybrid and remote work with a secure, ready-to-deploy, all-
in-one cloud-native platform that easily scales up or down
as business needs and requirements evolve. Tehama
easily integrates into your existing tech ecosystems,
enabling organisations to eliminate operational overhead,
idle tech capacity, and reduce costs.

Check out their website here

https://tehama.io/


Fortify your cyber hygiene with 360 attack surface
visibility. Skybox creates a digital twin in a
multidimensional model and visualises all security
controls and network configurations across hybrid
networks. Solving the problem of continuously and
proactively managing exposure and helping organisations
with the most complex challenges to automate cyber
hygiene and compliance tasks. Skybox gives organisations
unparalleled visibility into their dynamic environment to
automate firewall and network assurance tasks and take
command of risk-aware vulnerability and threat
management. 

Check out their website here

https://www.skyboxsecurity.com/


Addressing vulnerabilities is only part of the problem.
There's a world of other exposures, that when combined,
create attack paths to your most critical assets. Most
exposure management solutions fail to help organisations
move beyond silos to create scalable and sustainable
exposure management programs. With XM Cyber, you can
understand security posture like never before and
communicate it to the board, IT, and security teams. See
the attacker’s perspective with holistic attack path
modelling of your cloud and on-prem exposures, for
continuous identification, remediation, monitoring, and
validation.

Check out their website here

https://xmcyber.com/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=brand&utm_term=xm%20cyber&utm_term=xm%20cyber&utm_campaign=WD-Brand&utm_source=adwords&utm_medium=ppc&hsa_acc=6985036033&hsa_cam=19568864398&hsa_grp=145212319836&hsa_ad=644861065107&hsa_src=g&hsa_tgt=kwd-1943330549450&hsa_kw=xm%20cyber&hsa_mt=p&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_ver=3&gad_source=1&gclid=Cj0KCQiA35urBhDCARIsAOU7QwkBCIkPBzL2NL1X5azSBlJl2_M4Rh7cEUeRDOD4hjvWRW7wfHv_GgoaAsWMEALw_wcB
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please email us at info@solid8.co.za
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https://www.solid8.co.za/

